
Rural Development Trust – Virtual Site Visit 

Date: 10/05/2021 – 9PM PST 

Project Steward: Madan Appiah 

Host By: Madan Appiah 

Attended By: Madan Appiah; Jyoti Gawade; Kriti Agrawal; Sree Geetha; Ankur Khator; T.K 

Elumalai and RDT Teachers, Staffs and Students. 
 

Introduction: 
A ZOOM meeting was setup for the Virtual site visit by Asha team. Several Asha Volunteers from Seattle 

Chapter joined the meeting. Entire RDT team from Thirupporur (close to Chennai), India also joined the 

meetings. RDT team had set up Zoom video call arrangements from 8 village education centers. Apart 

from the Zoom call, for this site visit, Ankur Khator, Seattle Volunteer, had setup Facebook live stream 

for the first time. He also posted in Facebook about the event so that anyone in Asha Facebook Group 

could watch the event.  

The project steward, Madan Appiah, introduced the RDT project partner, Mr. TK Elumalai.  Mr. TK. 

Elumalai then introduced the entire team. RDT Volunteer, Elavarasi Elumalai, then spoke in English 

about the project and described how she is going to show the centers.  

Main RDT Center: 
RDT Team showed the RDT building that was constructed 3 years ago with the one-time funding from 

Asha in 2017. The main RDT office is placed in the building. Apart from that, Computer Education, 

Sewing and Tuition Centers are also hosted in the same build. The instructors showed each center and 

introduced the students. Few students spoke about their experience, what they learn and how they are 

getting impacted by the centers. The facility was clean, and the students were well grouped to use the 

centers. The instructors were highly motivated. 

Education Centers: 
RDT team then took us to the following education centers.  

1. Chemanchery Thoopu 

2. Edayankupam Village 

3. Venkalari village 

4. Siruthavur Tuition Centre 

5. Thandalam Tuition Centre 

6. Oragadam village 

7. Erikari tribal villages 

The teacher in each education center introduced the center and the students in the center. They 

described the work they are doing and how the children are getting impacted. Students demonstrated 

and spoke about their work. They children mostly around age 5 to 10. The instructors mentioned that 

they are see more students attending the tuition centers than before Covid Pandemic because the 

classrooms in public schools are still closed.  



The centers are working during Pandemic other than during the lock down. Overall, the students are 

maintaining social distance and wearing mask.  

In some centers the parents spoke about the work RDT is doing to them. They are highly thankful to 

their work. Basic facility like borewell and plastic cover for the roof of their huts were provided by RDT. 

During Covid they received food and sanitary packages.  

Overall facilities in some villages were bare minimal and the classroom was conducted under a tree.  

One of the parents mentioned how RDT helped to bring their children out from the bonded work and 

took them to the school.  

Conclusion: 
Overall RDT is reaching out to many villages and providing basic education support. Additionally, they 

are providing coaching service to young adults for job. They are also educating village people about their 

right and uplifting their life.  
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Zoom Recording: 
<Add> 

Facebook Stream: 
RDT Site Vist Facebook Live Steam 

https://www.facebook.com/ashaseattle/videos/1741013629415752

